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Ethical Considerations in Thorny
Trusteeships
Don’t get pricked by complacency

B

eing a trustee always has challenges. Trustees
must fulfill their duties of loyalty by avoiding
conflicts and putting beneficiaries’ interests
before their own. Some trusteeships, however, can be
particularly thorny in that they have inherent structural conflicts requiring careful navigation. For example,
when an advisor or beneficiary is also a trustee or when
the trustee function is divided among separate parties,
the potential for conflict and complication increases. Just
because the governing laws or instruments purportedly
permit such conflicts or appear to relieve trustees of liability, trustees aren’t necessarily fully excused from their
ethical duties to avoid favoring self-interest and protect
beneficiaries from harm. Pure reliance on the protections given to them under the governing statutes or the
governing instruments may lull them into complacency.
Without paying careful attention to the ethics of the situation, the beneficiaries or the trustees themselves may
get pricked.
Moreover, from a relationship perspective, beneficiaries often find it disconcerting when they perceive their
trustee as more concerned with self-protection than
with protecting the beneficiaries’ interests.

Professional Advisors as Trustees
Attorneys,1 accountants,2 life insurance agents3 and
financial advisors4 who serve as trustees are governed
not only by fiduciary and civil malpractice laws, but also
by the ethical standards of the rules of their professions.5
While, generally, there aren’t ethical or legal prohibitions
against an advisor being a trustee, professional firms
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often prohibit, or at least discourage, their partners and
employees from serving in that capacity. Sometimes
advisors, particularly attorneys and accountants, are
viewed as good trustee candidates because they have
specialized skills, knowledge and ethical training that
can be useful when administering trusts.6 However,
such advisors must have the requisite knowledge and
experience necessary to comply with the competency
requirements of their profession. Other pointed concerns arise both with drafting conflicts and administration conflicts.
A trusted advisor being named as trustee risks overreaching or unduly influencing the client simply because
of the pre-existing relationship.7 Accountants and other
advisors run this risk, yet have an added layer of insulation because the drafting attorney serves as intermediary.
Drafting attorneys don’t have such protections. Under
the current American Bar Association Model Rules
(the Model Rules), attorneys can seek appointment as
a fiduciary, but must not allow self-interest to cloud
their exercise of independent professional judgment in
recommending trustees.8 When there’s a significant risk
that the attorney’s independent professional advice will
be “materially limited,” the attorney must obtain the client’s informed consent in writing.9 An attorney may prepare an instrument appointing himself as trustee only if
the client is properly informed, the appointment doesn’t
violate the conflict of interest rules of Model Rule 1.7
and the appointment doesn’t result from undue influence or improper solicitation by the attorney.10
Exculpatory provisions. Including exculpatory provisions that attempt to insulate the drafting attorney
from liability as trustee is another bramblebush. Such
provisions seek to exonerate trustees from liability for
certain acts and omissions. But, courts will strictly
construe such clauses, and those clauses won’t apply to
breaches of fiduciary duties falling outside the clauses’
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scope.11 Exculpatory clauses won’t relieve a trustee of
liability for breaches of trust committed intentionally,
in bad faith, with reckless indifference to the beneficiary’s interests or for profits the trustee derived from the
breach.12 In determining whether an exculpatory clause
was inserted into the trust instrument as a result of an
abuse of a fiduciary or confidential relationship, factors
to consider include the extent and reasonableness of the
provision, as well as whether: (1) a fiduciary relationship
existed prior to the creation of the trust; (2) the settlor
received independent advice; (3) the settlor is a person
of experience and judgment; and (4) the provision was
inserted due to undue influence or other improper
conduct.13 Further, under Uniform Trust Code (UTC)
Section 1008, an exculpatory clause is unenforceable to
the extent it:
. . . relieves the trustee of liability for breach of
trust committed in bad faith or with reckless
indifference to the purposes of the trust or the
interests of the beneficiaries; or was inserted as the
result of an abuse by the trustee of a fiduciary or
confidential relationship to the settlor.14
Compensation. The heart of any advisor’s potential
ethical conflict in serving as trustee is the possibility that
the advisor is seeking to secure a future stream of trustee
fees. Accordingly, the advisor should discuss with the
settlor the possibility that, as trustee, the advisor may
(or perhaps intends to) select his firm to serve as the
attorney, accountant or financial advisor for the trust,
with the result that additional fees for such service would
be received. The trust instrument should specifically
authorize the trustee to hire his own firm, but typically,
the most ethical course of action is to avoid charging
overlapping fees for multiple services. It’s also advisable
to inform the beneficiaries of the potential conflicts and
other facts surrounding the representation. Moreover,
drafting attorneys can avoid the appearance that they
seek to receive a lifetime annuity as trustees by including
a process for their removal.
In some jurisdictions, the compensation of attorneys acting as trustees is either prescribed by statute
or subject to court approval or regulation. Applicable
court-approved statutory compensation rates should be
persuasive in establishing the reasonableness of the com-
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pensation that the attorney receives for such services.15
If trust terms don’t specify otherwise, the trustee is
entitled to compensation that’s reasonable under the
circumstances.16 However, most states don’t provide
a statutory schedule defining a “reasonable” fee. If an
attorney will be acting as trustee, he must inform the
client of the proposed basis for compensation, whether the amount is subject to statutory limits or court
approval and how the compensation will be calculated
and approved.17 Further, the attorney should inform the
client what skills he’ll bring to the job, as well as what
skills and services he expects to pay others to provide,

Regardless of how fees are
charged, they should always
be checked and adjusted as
necessary for reasonableness.
including investment management, custody of assets,
bookkeeping and accounting.18 For professionals who
typically bill hourly, fee structures based on their hourly
rates and time expended are preferable to flat fees or
contingency-based arrangements, as the final fee reflects
the actual work done and can clearly be communicated
to the client.19 Regardless of how fees are charged, they
should always be checked and adjusted as necessary for
reasonableness.
Representation conflicts. An attorney acting as
trustee also faces ethical conflicts between the duties of
a fiduciary and the interests of clients being represented.
For example, if the attorney/trustee also represented a
beneficiary in a claim against the trust and, as trustee,
was obligated to oppose the claim, the representation
would be materially limited under Model Rule 1.7(a).
In that case, representing the beneficiary isn’t permissible, even with client consent, because the attorney can’t
possibly provide competent and diligent representation
to the beneficiary while simultaneously defending the
trust as trustee.20 While the Model Rules permit an
attorney/trustee to represent a trust beneficiary in unre/ trustsandestates.com
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lated matters with the client’s consent, the attorney,
nonetheless, shouldn’t do so if he contemplates any risk
that the beneficiary’s interests might be compromised
by the attorney serving in that role or if, in the attorney’s
judgment, the beneficiary’s consent isn’t well informed
or well advised.21
Because a trustee owes fiduciary duties of loyalty to
the beneficiaries regardless of which hat the trustee is
wearing, a trustee should avoid putting himself into an
unnecessary conflict. For example, an attorney who’s
acting as trustee of a trust for all of a client’s grandchildren may find it impossible to then assist the client in
disinheriting some of those grandchildren from the

Acknowledging the thorniness and
trying to be fair is the hallmark of
an ethical trustee.
rest of the plan. Taking actions that hurt one or more of
the beneficiaries would be inconsistent with the ethical
duties to those beneficiaries.

Beneficiaries as Trustees
When an individual beneficiary serves as trustee, countless exercises of discretion could be ethically compromised by structural conflict. A trustee is bound to the
terms of the trust instrument when making allocations
of the income and principal. However, the appointment
of the individual beneficiary as trustee can create conflict issues when the individual has the ability to favor
himself over the other beneficiaries. While these conflicts potentially can be solved within the trust instrument itself, the individual beneficiary/trustee must deal
with conflicts ethically and fairly.
For example, when the trustee is an income beneficiary entitled to receive mandatory distributions of
all income, he may be tempted to invest the trust so as
to increase the income, rather than focus on growing
the principal. An individual beneficiary may also be
entitled to make discretionary distributions of principal
to himself subject to an ascertainable standard, such as
health, education, maintenance and support. In situa54
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tions in which the trustee has the discretionary power to
invade the principal if income is insufficient for support,
there’s a greater danger that the trustee will unduly favor
himself over the other beneficiaries. While the settlor
may have waived this conflict issue by placing the trustee beneficiary in the situation, the individual should,
nonetheless, behave ethically and avoid appearances of
impropriety while making decisions. Acknowledging
the thorniness and trying to be fair is the hallmark of an
ethical trustee.
Some states have addressed these issues statutorily.
For example, a New York statute formerly prohibited the
exercise by a trustee of a discretionary power to distribute to himself, even if the trust instrument authorized
the exercise subject to an ascertainable standard. As
amended in 2003, the New York statute now contains an
exception when the trust instrument allows exercise of
a discretionary power, provided there’s an ascertainable
standard.
These conflicts often can be resolved by delegating
to or appointing additional or substitute independent
trustees to handle certain aspects of the trust administration. However, many courts have decided that when the
settlor creates a conflict by appointing the beneficiary as
trustee, the trustee may administer the trust even with
the potential danger that he’ll favor himself over the
remaining beneficiaries.22 In these situations, it’s more
important than ever for the beneficiary trustee to focus
on his ethical and legal duties and moderate decisionmaking and actions accordingly.

Divided Trusteeships
A trust instrument can create a directed trust structure
when the trustee is mandated to follow the distribution
and/or investment directions of other parties. A directed
trust limits the trustee’s authority and requires the trustee to follow instructions from a third party. Even under a
directed trust, the trustee may want to think twice about
turning a blind eye or facilitating a breach of trust when
the directing party is engaged in an activity that appears
unethical. The extent to which the directed trustee
will be found liable, however, rests on the applicable
local law. It also can be helpful to look to the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act as a model for how a
directed trustee should behave.23
Acting as a directed trustee can be challenging
because the directed trustee has limited authority and,
/ trustsandestates.com
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likely, limited access to information. Many states now
provide additional protection in these arrangements by
enacting directed trust statutes that clarify that a directed
trustee who follows such instructions won’t be liable for
doing so.24 Under a directed trust, the trust instrument
provides that a third party will direct one or more of a
trustee’s responsibilities. The third party has the power
to direct the trustee as to the matter under the third
party’s control, and the trustee usually has no discretion
over that particular area. This arrangement is different
from a delegated trust, in which the trustee contracts
with a third party to perform certain fiduciary acts on
the trustee’s behalf. If the director holds the power for
his own benefit, the trustee needs only to determine
whether the exercise of the power is properly within the
scope of the power set forth in the trust. Conversely, if
the director holds power in a fiduciary capacity, then
the director essentially becomes a co-fiduciary with the
trustee, and the trustee must verify that the director’s
actions don’t violate a fiduciary duty.
Under UTC Section 808, while a trust is revocable,
the trustee may follow a direction of the settlor that’s
contrary to the terms of the trust because the settlor has
the power to change the terms governing the trust assets.
In all other cases, if the terms of a trust confer on a party
the power to direct certain actions, the trustee shall act
in accordance with that party’s directions unless the
attempted exercise is manifestly contrary to the terms
of the trust or the trustee knows the attempted exercise would constitute a breach of a fiduciary duty that’s
owed to the trust beneficiaries. The holder of a power
to direct is liable for any loss that results from a breach
of a fiduciary duty. A directed trustee needn’t specifically delegate the fiduciary duties conferred on the other
empowered fiduciary because that transfer of duty is
already integrated into the divided structure. However,
the trustee must review applicable local law to determine the extent to and circumstances under which the
trustee may be liable for the actions (or inactions) of the
other empowered fiduciary. Some state statutes further
limit the liability of the directed trustee, protecting the
trustee from liability when the directed trustee follows
the director’s instructions. Other state statutes impose
liability on a directed trustee only if the trustee’s action
or inaction results from willful misconduct or gross negligence.25 Liability may also arise when a directed trustee
fails to intervene if that trustee is found to be under an
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obligation to monitor the director’s actions.
For example, in Rollins v. Branch Banking & Trust
Co. of Virginia, the trust instrument vested the authority to sell, retain or purchase investments with the
beneficiaries. The trustee sold stock at the direction of
the beneficiaries at a fraction of the original value, and
the beneficiaries sued, claiming that the trustee failed
to diversify and warn the beneficiaries of the declining
condition of the trust investments. The court held that
the trustee couldn’t be found liable for failing to diversify
trust investments because under Virginia law at the time,
the trustee couldn’t be liable “for any loss resulting from
the making or retention of any investment pursuant to
such authorized direction.”26 As to the second claim, the
court found that the statute didn’t exonerate the trustee
from liability for “failing to participate in the administration of trust or for failing to attempt to prevent a breach
of trust.”27 Thus, a directed trustee could potentially be
held liable despite a directed trust arrangement if such
trustee failed to warn the beneficiaries or directing
party of relevant facts or permitted the party to act in
an unethical and blatantly wrong manner. Importantly,
in 2012, Virginia amended its directed trustee statute
so that a directed trustee today would be less likely to
be found liable for failing to protect beneficiaries under
such circumstances.
Mennen v. Wilmington Trust et al. also supports the
notion that a directed trustee should refuse directions it
believes are improper and warn beneficiaries of breaches
of duty by a directing trustee.28 The action was initiated
in 2012 by Wilmington Trust filing a petition for instructions seeking, among other things, to remove the directing trustee who was acting improperly. To justify lower
fees, it’s important for directed trustees to be relieved of a
duty to monitor, and many statutes purport to excuse the
directed trustee from a duty to warn. However, an attorney acting as directed trustee may have independent
duties as a fiduciary to warn beneficiaries, and an ethical
corporate trustee should do what Wilmington Trust did
by seeking court instructions when a directing trustee
appears to be acting inappropriately or directing in a
way that violates the trust terms.
—The author wishes to thank Pooja Shah, a research
intern at Gresham Partners, LLC in Chicago, for her
invaluable help with the article.
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